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University of Sioux Falls 
 

Praxis Exam Review – Mathematics 
 
 
Concepts addressed: 
Mathematics: Informal Geometry and Measurement 
 
 
 
Properties and relationships in figures and shapes - two and three dimensions  

• Compute area of rectangle, circle, or triangle  
• Compute the circumference of a circle  
• Compute volume  
• Compute perimeter  
• Parallel lines  
• Perpendicular lines  
• Properties of squares, circles, cubes, spheres, rectangles  
• Find area of odd shapes  
• Volume of cylinders & rectangular prisms  
• Recognize relationships of figures and shapes and use this to find perimeter, area, and 

angles.  
Angles and the Pythagorean Formula  

• Measure angles  
• Right angle  
• Three angles of a triangle add up to 180 degrees  
• Isosceles triangle (Two sides are congruent. Base angles are congruent.)  
• Right triangle (Contains one right angle.)  
• Hypotenuse (The side opposite the right angle.)  
• Pythagorean theorem (a2 + b2 = c2)  

Transformations  
• Rotation  
• Reflection  
• Slide  

Geometric models  
• Make a geometric model of an arithmetic operation (e.g., on a grid, model 18 as the 

product of two integers)  
• Make a geometric model of an algebraic of an algebraic factorization. (see page 301)  
• Show the sum of an infinite series using a geometric model  
• Reorganize a three-dimensional shape into a two dimensional shape  
• Net (take apart a three dimensional object and make it into a two dimensional object)  

Standard units of measurement  
• Time measurement and calculations in hours and minutes  
• English measurement system  
• Metric system  
• Convert from one unit to another in the same system.  
• Solve real-world problems using units of measurement  
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• Read scales with various gradations  
Van Hiele Levels of Understanding  

• Level 0 - Visualization - Children view a geometric shape as a whole. Shown a rectangle 
and asked to identify it, the child may say "It is a rectangle because it looks like a book 
cover.  

• Level 1 - Analysis - Children recognize the properties of figures. They do not use 
relations between properties. A child may say that the rectangle has four sides and square 
corners.  

• Level 2 - Informal Deduction - Students see relations between properties of a class of 
shapes. A student may say that since the angles of a rectangle are right angles, the 
opposite sides are parallel. 

• Level 3 – Deduction, Level 4 – Rigor - Both Level 3 (level at which students can use 
deduction in an axiomatic system to prove statements) and Level 4 (level at which 
students see geometry in the abstract) are beyond the scope of most students in middle 
school. Level 3 is the level at which a proof-oriented high school geometry course is 
taught. 

  


